WELCOME TO
#EPASTogether
transborder event

Zagreb,
20 - 21 May 2022

together.eu
7:30 - 9:00 | Cinema Atrium
- Obligatory registration of participants

7:30 - 9:00 | Students Canteen
- Breakfast

9:00 - 9:30 | Students Center Cinema
- OPENING PLENUM (Video message from EP President Roberta Metsola, VP Othmar Karas (MEP, EPP), Karlo Ressler (MEP, EPP), Sunčana Glavak (MEP, EPP), Stephen Clark (Director for EP Liaison Offices))

9:45 - 10:30 | Students Center Cinema
- Technical instructions for participants and division into groups

10:45 - 11:30
Students Center Cinema
- STAND BY UKRAINE (Solidarity in Europe debate with high school students from II. gimnazija high school and students from Ukraine)

&TD Large Room
- ACTIVISM AND EUROPE (Nini Tsiklauri, Austria)

&TD Small Room
- GREEN DEAL WORKSHOP (Dominik Lelkes, Slovakia)
FRIDAY, 20 MAY

MAIN VENUE PROGRAM

MM Center
- TOP TOGETHER.EU WORKSHOP (Ármin Ladányi, Hungary)

Students Center Club
- Session for EPAS senior ambassadors (Sara Martos, EPAS)

11:45 - 12:30

&TD Large Room
- AI AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH (Algebra University College, Croatia)

&TD Small Room
- MOBILE JOURNALISM (MOJO) TRAINING (Maja Sever and Martina Bolšec Oblak, Croatia)

MM Center
- UTILISING ART IN SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT (Jakub Štepanovič, Slovakia)

Students Center Club
- TWINNING SESSION for ambassadors seniors; teacher from Austria: eTwinning project for the junior ambassadors via the EPAS group (facilitated by Federico Rossetto, EPAS)
FRIDAY, 20 MAY

MAIN VENUE PROGRAM

12:45 - 14:00 | Students Canteen
- Lunch
- Hungary and Slovakia meet up with MEPs

14:15 - 15:00 | Students Center Cinema
- MEPs SPEED DATING SESSION: Future of Europe (workshop session with MEPs Štefanec and Ujhelyi)

15:00 - 15:45
&TD Small Room
- MY EP PORTFOLIO with MEP Ujhelyi (S&D)

&TD Large Room
- MY EP PORTFOLIO with MEP Štefanec (EPP)

15:45 - 16:30
&TD Large Room
- #influencEurope (session with JoomBoos influencers Nika Pavičić and Marco Cuccurin, Croatia)

&TD Small Room
- ACTIVISM AND EUROPE Nini Tsiklauri, Austria
MAIN VENUE PROGRAM

FRIDAY, 20 MAY

MM Center

- JOINT SESSION by Croatian EPAS high schools Vukovar, Krk and Čakovec

DJs and Speakers Corner

- DJ SESSION by Venom

16:25 - 16:45

GRAFFITI point

- GRAFFITI SESSION by Lunar

DJs and Speakers Corner

- DJ SESSION by Venom

16:45 - 17:30 | Cinema

- VOLUNTEERING ROUND TABLE #togetherEU volunteers
  - AT: Nini Tsiklauri, Andreas Moser & Dave Kock
  - SK: Marco Nemeth
  - HR: Dan Špicer
  - HU: Imre Virág, Azurea Engelbrecht
17:30 - 18:00
Graffiti point
- GRAFFITI SESSION by Lunar

DJs and Speakers Corner
- DJ SESSION by DJ Venom

18:15 - 19:15
&TD Large Room
- EU PUB QUIZ by Vitomir Šalaman, former EPLO Zagreb trainee

&TD Small Room
- CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE EU INSTITUTIONS (Diana Dobrovodska, Slovakia)

19:00 - 20:30 | Students Canteen
- Dinner

20:30 | Dr. Franjo Tuđman Square
- BEER FEST
  - no alcohol served to minors
7:30 - 9:00 | Students canteen
  • Breakfast

9:30 | Students Center Cinema
  • EXPLANATORY SESSION by the Croatian Scouts

10:00 - 11:30 | ALL VENUES and Botanical garden
  • GEOCACHING and GREEN ACTION with Scouts

11:30 - 12:15 | Student Centre Cinema
  • CLOSING SESSION - My contribution to #EPASTOGETHER
    ○ “MOST POPULAR SPEAKER” AWARD
    ○ “MOST POPULAR SOCIAL MEDIA POST” AWARD
    ○ "EU PUB QUIZ BEST TEAM" AWARD

12:15 - 13:15 | Students canteen
  • Lunch
1 - ENTRANCE
2 - CINEMA ATRIUM
3 - STUDENTS CANTEEN
   (ground floor)
4 - STUDENTS CENTER CINEMA
5 - STUDENT CENTER CLUB (1st floor)
6 - GRAFFITI POINT
7 - &TD BIG ROOM
8 - &TD SMALL ROOM
9 - DJ & SPEAKERS' CORNER
10 - MM CENTER